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It is known that one-loop Feynman integrals possess an algebraic structure encoding some of
their analytic properties called the coaction, which can be written in terms of Feynman integrals
and their cuts. This diagrammatic coaction, and the coaction on other classes of integrals such
as hypergeometric functions, may be expressed using suitable bases of differential forms and
integration contours. This provides a useful framework for computing coactions of Feynman
integrals expressed using the hypergeometric functions. We will discuss examples where this
technique has been used in the calculation of two-loop diagrammatic coactions.
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1. Introduction
The class of iterated integrals known as multiple polylogarithms appears when evaluating Lau-
rent series of certain Feynman integrals in dimensional regularisation. In particular, they are suf-
ficient to express any one-loop Feynman integral. They possess an algebraic structure called the
coaction which allows, for instance, simple derivations of functional relations among the polylogs
[1, 2, 3].
Given a Feynman integral expressed using polylogs, we may ask if its coaction has any special
properties. In fact, at one loop it is understood that the coaction may be expressed in a remark-
ably simple diagrammatic form featuring Feynman integrals and their cuts [4]. More recently, the
coactions of various hypergeometric functions have been expressed in a similar form [5].
Currently, it remains unknown how the diagrammatic coaction generalises beyond one-loop
integrals. There is, for instance, the challenge of dealing with more general classes of iterated inte-
gral such as elliptic functions. We will not attempt to explore cases which cannot be described by
polylogs, but even without this complication there are interesting new features in the diagrammatic
coaction beyond one loop.
We begin in section 2 with an overview of previously published results concerning the coaction
of one-loop integrals and hypergeometric functions, before exploring in section 3 cuts of two-loop
integrals which we will need to provide examples of the two-loop coaction in section 4.
2. Background
2.1 Multiple Polylogarithms
The multiple polylogarithms are defined recursively by
G(a1, . . . ,an;z) =
∫ z
0
dt
t−a1G(a2, . . . ,an; t) (2.1)
G(;z) =1
and possess a coaction [1, 2, 3] which we will write here in the form
∆G(~a;z) = ∑
~b⊆~a
G(~b;z)⊗G~b(~a;z) (2.2)
where the second entries of the coaction G~b(~a;z) are formed by replacing the integration contour
of G(~a;z) with a contour that encircles the poles in~b. For instance
Ga(a1,a2;z) = Resu=a1
∫ z
0
du
u−a1
∫ u
0
dv
v−a2 =
∫ a1
0
dv
v−a2 = G(a2;a1) (2.3)
where the operator Resu=a1 replaces the u integration with the residue of the integrand at u = a1.
Computing the other terms similarly, we find:
∆G(a1,a2;z) (2.4)
=1⊗G(a1,a2;z)+G(a1;z)⊗G(a2;a1)+G(a2;z)⊗ [G(a1;z)−G(a1;a2)]+G(a1,a2;z)⊗1.
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The objects G~b(~a;z) are described in greater detail in [4].
We note that the coaction of (2.2) takes the form
∆
∫
γ
ω =∑
i, j
ci, j
∫
γ
ωi⊗
∫
γ j
ω, (2.5)
with coefficients ci, j determined from the chosen bases of forms and contours {ωi} and {γ j}. This
form was introduced in [4] and the calculation of the ci, j given an alternative description using
intersection theory in [5].
2.2 One-Loop Graphs
To each one-loop graph we will associate a unique integral:
eγEε
∫ dDk
ipiD/2
n
∏
i=1
1
(k+∑i−1j=1 p j)2−m2i
D= 2
⌈
n
2
⌉
−2ε. (2.6)
This set of integrals forms a basis for all one-loop integrals, and with our choice of the dimension
the integrals are pure after appropriate normalisation. If we denote by JE the normalised integral
associated with a one-loop graph that has a set of edges E, then it was argued [4] that the coaction
of these integrals is
∆JE = ∑
/0(X⊆E
(
JX +aX ∑
e∈X
JX\e
)
⊗CXJE (2.7)
aX =
{
1
2 |X | even
0 |X | odd
where CXJE denotes the cut of the integral JE on the propagators X , i.e. the integral with contour
modified to encircle the poles where the propagators in X vanish. We call the terms proportional to
JX\e deformation terms.
This result takes the form of (2.5), but now each entry of the coaction is a function whose
Laurent series in ε has coefficients which are polylogs.
2.3 Hypergeometric Functions
A similar construction has been applied [5] to the integral representations of a number of com-
mon hypergeometric functions which expand to polylogs: we can find bases of {ωi} and {γi} and
then write the coaction in the form (2.5). For example, the Gauss 2F1 is the simplest hypergeometric
function, and has integral representation
Γ(a)Γ(c−a)
Γ(c) 2
F1(a,b;c;z) =
∫ 1
0
duua−1(1−u)c−a−1(1−uz)−b. (2.8)
When each of the exponents of the integrand take the form m+ nε for m,n ∈ Z we have ω =
duum+aε(1−u)n+bε(1−uz)p+cε , γ = [0,1] and we can make the choice
ω1 = duuaε(1−u)−1+bε(1−uz)cε (2.9)
ω2 = duuaε(1−u)bε(1−uz)−1+cε
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γ1 = bε[0,1]
γ2 = cεz[0,1/z]
to produce the result ci, j = δi, j. The coaction is then given by
∆ [2F1 (m+aε,n+bε; p+ cε;z)] (2.10)
=2F1 (1+aε,bε;1+ cε;z)⊗ 2F1 (m+aε,n+bε; p+ cε;z)
− bε
1+ cε 2
F1 (1+aε,1+bε;2+ cε;z)
⊗
{
z1−m−aε
Γ(1−n−bε)Γ(p+ cε)
Γ(1+m−n+(a−b)ε)Γ(p−m+(c−a)ε)
2F1
(
m+aε,1+m− p+(a− c)ε;1+m−n+(a−b)ε; 1
z
)}
.
As Feynman integrals can be expressed using generalised hypergeometric functions [6], knowing
their coactions in a closed form such as (2.10) enables us to determine the coaction of the Feynman
integrals without the need for expansion in ε . The construction of the coaction on hypergeometric
functions is discussed in greater detail in this same volume of proceedings by Ruth Britto.
3. Cuts of Two-Loop Feynman Integrals
1
2
3
Figure 1: Sunset with one internal mass
In order to generalise the one-loop coaction (2.7) to two-loop examples we will need to com-
pute cuts beyond one loop. Take for instance a sunset graph with a single internal mass, shown in
figure 1 with bold lines denoting non-vanishing internal masses or non-null external momenta. It
is known that this topology possesses two master integrals and we will define
I(m2, p2,ν1,ν2,ν3,ν4,ν5,D) =
e2γEε
(ipiD/2)2
∫
dDk
∫
dDl
[(k+ l)2]ν4 [(k+ p)2]ν5
[k2]ν1 [l2]ν2 [(k+ l+ p)2−m2]ν3 (3.1)
and then choose as a basis I(1) and I(2) given by:
I(1) =
(
p2−m2) I(m2, p2,1,1,1,0,0,2−2ε) (3.2)
=
(
1− p
2
m2
)
e2γEε(m2)−2ε
Γ2(−ε)Γ(1+2ε)Γ(1+ ε)
Γ(1− ε) 2F1
(
1+2ε,1+ ε;1− ε; p
2
m2
)
I(2) =− I(m2, p2,1,1,1,1,0,2−2ε)
=e2γEε(m2)−2ε
Γ2(−ε)Γ(1+2ε)Γ(1+ ε)
Γ(1− ε) 2F1
(
2ε,ε;1− ε; p
2
m2
)
.
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Applying (2.10) and manipulating the functions which appear in the coaction reveals that
∆I(1) =I(1)⊗ e2γE Γ
2(1− ε)
Γ(1−4ε)(p
2)2ε
(
m2− p2)−4ε 2F1(−2ε,−ε;−4ε;1− m2p2
)
(3.3)
+ I(2)⊗
[
e2γEε
Γ(1− ε)Γ(1+ ε)
Γ(1−2ε) (m
2− p2)−2ε2F1
(
−2ε,1+2ε;1− ε; p
2
p2−m2
)
−e2γE Γ
2(1− ε)
Γ(1−4ε)(p
2)2ε
(
m2− p2)−4ε 2F1(−2ε,−ε;−4ε;1− m2p2
)]
.
As each term in this coaction has one of the integrals I(1) or I(2) in the first entry we would like
to, by analogy to the one-loop case, interpret each of the second entries as a maximal cut of the
integral I(1). This is because, at one loop, the maximal cut is paired with the graph that has no
propagators contracted (see (2.7)).
Let us compute the maximal cut of I(1) which corresponds to its discontinuity with respect to
p2. We can compute this by parametrising the momenta and taking residues. We write the cut as
C3
∫
dDl
1
l2
C1,2
∫
dDk
1
[(k+ l+ p)2−m2][k2] , (3.4)
where Ci jk... denotes the operation of cutting propagators i, j, k,. . .. Then we can perform the cut
calculation for the inner loop in a frame where l+ p has a single non-vanishing component [7]:
l+ p=
√
(l+ p)2(1,~0), (3.5)
k =k0(1,β~1D−1), (3.6)
dDk =
2pi D−12
Γ
(D−1
2
)dk0kD−10 dββD−2. (3.7)
The cut of the first loop is
C1,2
∫
dDk
1
[(k+ l+ p)2−m2][k2] (3.8)
=
2pi D−12
Γ
(D−1
2
)Res
k0=
m2−(l+p)2
2
√
(l+p)2
Resβ=1
∫
dk0kD−10
∫
dββD−2
1
[k20(1−β 2)+(l+ p)2+2
√
(l+ p)2k0−m2][k20(1−β 2)]
=− pi
D−1
2
Γ
(D−1
2
) 1
2
√
(l+ p)2
[
m2− (l+ p)2
2
√
(l+ p)2
]D−3
.
Then we handle the outer loop similarly, inserting a θ((l+ p)2−m2) to account for the absence of
a discontinuity in the inner loop when the momentum flowing into it is below threshold:
C3
∫
dDl
1
l2
C1,2
∫
dDk
1
[(k+ l+ p)2−m2][k2] (3.9)
=− 2pi
D−1
Γ2
(D−1
2
)Resβ=1 ∫ dl0lD−10 ∫ dββD−2 1l20(1−β 2) θ((l+ p)
2−m2)
2
√
(l+ p)2
[
m2− (l+ p)2
2
√
(l+ p)2
]D−3
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=
1
2D−2
piD−1
Γ2
(D−1
2
) ∫ 0
m2−p2
2
√
p2
dl0lD−30 [p
2+2
√
p2l0]1−D/2
[
m2− p2−2
√
p2l0
]D−3
=
Γ2(D−2)Γ2(D/2)
Γ(2D−4)Γ2(D−1)pi
D−2(p2)2−D(m2− p2)2D−52F1
(
D−2,D/2−1;2D−4;1− m
2
p2
)
.
We note that in the coaction of the 2F1, the second entries were formed by modifying the integration
contour while keeping the same integrand. We can similarly define a second maximal cut of the
sunset by changing the region of momentum space over which we integrate in (3.9). The relevant
endpoints can be identified in the l0 integrand and the new cut is:
1
2D−2
piD−1
Γ2
(D−1
2
) ∫ −√p22
0
dl0lD−30 [p
2+2
√
p2l0]1−D/2
[
m2− p2−2
√
p2l0
]D−3
(3.10)
=
Γ(D/2)Γ(D−2)Γ(2−D/2)
Γ2(D−1) pi
D−2(m2− p2)D−32F1
(
D−2,3−D;D/2; p
2
p2−m2
)
.
Then after normalising by (2pii)2 we have a set of cuts of I(1) given by:
e2γEε
4
ε
Γ2(1− ε)
Γ(1−4ε)(p
2)2ε(m2− p2)−4ε2F1
(
−2ε,−ε;−4ε;1− m
2
p2
)
, (3.11)
e2γEε
2
ε
Γ(1− ε)Γ(1+ ε)
Γ(1−2ε) (m
2− p2)−2ε2F1
(
−2ε,1+2ε;1− ε; p
2
p2−m2
)
.
4. Two-Loop Diagrammatic Coaction
Linear combinations of the cuts in (3.11) appear in the second entries of ∆I(1) in (3.3) and we
then define cuts C (1)I(1) and C (2)I(1) which are exactly these linear combinations. The coaction is
then of the form (2.5):
∆I(1) = I(1)⊗C (1)I(1)+ I(2)⊗C (2)I(1). (4.1)
We may compute the cuts of I(2) with the same contours and find the coaction:
∆I(2) = I(1)⊗C (1)I(2)+ I(2)⊗C (2)I(2). (4.2)
We are free to choose a basis other than I(1), I(2), C (1) and C (2). We may change, say, the
integrands by applying a rotation matrixM to the vector of forms (ω1,ω2) but still retain the same
form of the coaction if we transform the contours with (M−1)T .
Diagrammatically, we can write this coaction as:
∆
 (1) = (1) ⊗ (1) + (2) ⊗ (1)
∆
 (2) = (1) ⊗ (2) + (2) ⊗ (2)
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where we indicate the first elements in the basis of integrands and cut contours with the colour red
and the second elements with blue.
In this example we see a feature that did not occur in one-loop cases: there is a sum of terms
where the master integrals in the first entry correspond to the same graph and the cuts in the second
entry correspond to placing the same collection of propagators on shell. The pairing, observed for
one-loop integrals in (2.7), between integrals JX in the first entry and cuts CXJE in the second entry
is preserved in this case.
Let us now consider a number of other examples to see how these features generalise. In each
case, we find a suitable basis of integrals, evaluate them as hypergeometric functions and use the
technique of 2.3 to find the coaction. We frequently have to use well-known identities on these
hypergeometric functions in order to relate terms in the coaction to Feynman integrals and their
cuts [8, 9].
For the sunset graph with two masses, we find a similar structure as the one-mass case, but
with the addition of deformation terms. There is the same invariance under rotating to a different
basis as in the one-mass case, and we find that for any such choice that is normalised suitably we
get the coaction
∆
 (1)
=
 (1) +
⊗ (1) +
 (2) +
⊗ (1)
+
 (3) +
⊗ (1) + ⊗ (1)
∆
 (2)
=
 (1) +
⊗ (2) +
 (2) +
⊗ (2)
+
 (3) +
⊗ (2) + ⊗ (2)
∆
 (3)
=
 (1) +
⊗ (3) +
 (2) +
⊗ (3)
+
 (3) +
⊗ (3) + ⊗ (3)
∆

= ⊗
6
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where the third integral and cut are now denoted by the colour green, with red and blue denoting
the first two as before.
The deformation terms here have a coefficient of 1, which differs from the 12 found at one loop.
We also note that they are formed by contracting a propagator in a loop which has an even number
of propagators as in (2.7).
We can also explore two-loop cases where the number of propagators is larger. For instance,
the diagrammatic coaction of a triangle graph with a double edge are shown for various kinematic
configurations below.
∆
 1
2
= 1
2
⊗ 1
2
+ 2 2 ⊗ 1
2
∆
 1
3
2
(1)
= 1
3
2
(1)
⊗ 1
3
2
(1)
+ 1
3
2
(2)
⊗ 1
3
2
(1)
+ 3 3 ⊗ 1
3
2
(1)
+ 2 2 ⊗ 1
3
2
(1)
∆
 1
3
2
(2)
= 1
3
2
(1)
⊗ 1
3
2
(2)
+ 1
3
2
(2)
⊗ 1
3
2
(2)
+ 3 3 ⊗ 1
3
2
(2)
+ 2 2 ⊗ 1
3
2
(2)
In each of the cases we have presented above, it can be demonstrated that limits in the kine-
matic variables or the masses commute with the coaction, a behaviour that was also present at one
loop.
Lastly we give a pair of examples where there are five propagators. In each case we find the
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same structure as before continues to hold.
∆

1 3
2
=
1 3
2
⊗
1 3
2
+ 3
1
2
⊗
1 3
2
+ 1
3
2
⊗
1 3
2
+ 1 3
2
⊗
1 3
2
+ 1 1 ⊗
1 3
2
+ 3 3 ⊗
1 3
2
∆

1 4
32
=
1 4
32
⊗
1 4
32
+ s s ⊗
1 4
32
+ t t ⊗
1 4
32
5. Summary and Outlook
We have outlined the coaction of multiple polylogs and how it applies to the cases of one-loop
graphs and certain hypergeometric functions.
We have also described the coactions of a number of two-loop Feynman integrals. These
coactions possess a structure that is similar to the one-loop case: the pairing between contracted
and cut graphs is preserved, with the possibility of deformation terms. But there are new features
also, such as the sum over different master integrals for the same graph and their corresponding
cuts.
It will be desirable to explore the circumstances under which we obtain deformation terms
and what their coefficients are. At one loop there are homology relations between the cut contours
which explain the origin of the deformation terms, but the generalisation of these results to two
loops remains to be established.
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We also leave open the case of Feynman integrals that are not expressible using only MPLs.
It is unclear if a diagrammatic coaction exists in these cases, and if such a coaction could take the
same form as the two-loop examples we have presented despite the difference in the underlying
functions.
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